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The ongoing global pandemic has dramatically altered how organizations conduct their daily operations and
serve their customers. With the remote work trend likely to continue for quite some time, workers need to be
able to access the tools and resources they need to do their jobs whether they are logging on from their office, a
satellite office or branch, their kitchen table, or on the go. ByteSpeed offers a variety of cost-effective solutions
that can be tailored to meet your unique connectivity needs.

Continuous, Reliable Connectivity
Matters Now More than Ever
When it comes to the daily operations of many modern companies, a fast, reliable internet connection has
ceased being a luxury and become a necessity. From retailers and restaurants to business operations, customer
interactions, and insurance companies’ customers and workers alike require a frictionless wireless experience
no matter where they are.
As workplaces become increasingly dependent on connected devices, applications, and the cloud, your
organization needs to stay agile and connected. As such, you may need to rethink your traditional wired WAN
approach.

Connectivity Solutions Tailored
to Meet Your Organization’s Unique Needs
Every business is different, so you can’t rely on a one-size-fits-all solution when it comes to staying connected.
To ensure your team stays connected no matter where they are, ByteSpeed offers a wide selection of solutions,
built using quality products from partners like Cradlepoint, that are tailored to meet the unique needs of your
business or organization.

How ByteSpeed
Can Help

Our team of friendly experts will work with you to determine your wireless
needs and specifications so we can create a cost-effective solution that
has been specifically designed with your business needs in mind. We
also offer ongoing support and assistance, so you and your team can
focus on your business and leave the IT to your team of trusted experts.

Why We Suggest
Cradlepoint Products
At ByteSpeed, we understand that our customers are relying on us to provide them with cost-effective, tailored
solutions, high-quality products, and sound, unbiased advice. That is why we are only comfortable partnering
with manufacturers like Cradlepoint that share our customer-focused approach to business and commitment to
quality.
Cradlepoint offers wireless edge solutions that are designed to unlock the power of LTE and 5G cellular
networks, giving your WAN the reliability, boundless reach, and real-time agility your team needs to stay
connected and get the job done. By thinking beyond the traditional WAN configuration, Cradlepoint and
ByteSpeed can help your team stay connected no matter where they are.

Keep All Your Locations Connected
with Cradlepoint for Branch
Branch-based businesses such as restaurants, financial institutions, and retailers need to ensure that each site
remains connected to both its sister locations and your head office. Cradlepoint for Branch gives all your
locations the uptime, security, and agility they need without the need for static, wired connections.

Minimize Downtime; Maximize Productivity
Cradlepoint’s all-in-one branch networking solutions keep all your branches connected, minimizing costly
downtime by relying on LTE for your primary connections, secondary connections, or both. By minimizing
downtime, you can rest assured that your team members and customers can access the tools and resources
they need, whenever they need them, helping keep your team connected and your customers happy.

Built-in
Security

Cradlepoint’s centrally managed solutions mean you can manage your network from your
head office or other designated site, reducing the need for on-site IT professionals. All
Cradlepoint solutions are made with integrated security, including:
App-based
control

Threat
detection

Firewalls

Content filtering

Access to
cloud-based security

Rugged Battery-Powered Wireless Mobile LTE Routers
Mean You Have a Connection No Matter Where You Are
Staying connected, even while on the go, is more important than ever in the era of mobile COVID-19 testing and
vaccination centers. Whether you are fighting against the pandemic, troubleshooting a technical issue in the
field, or just need to stay connected while away from home or the office, Cradlepoint’s rugged, battery-powered
wireless mobile LTE routers are up for the job.
The ByteSpeed/Cradlepoint W3 Hotspot Portal’s is both waterproof and dustproof and is rated for between
-40°F and 185°F (-40°C and 85°C).
This product is compatible with Verizon, AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile LTE and CBRS bands, and the portable antenna
system is ideal for emergency and portable communication.

Let’s Get
Started

No matter where your job takes you, Cradlepoint mobile wireless solutions can
keep your business connected no matter where your job takes you.
For more information about Cradlepoint’s products and solutions and how the
ByteSpeed team can help you create the perfect solution to meet your needs,
please contact our team today.

